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friends, kin or family.1. Field of the Invention This invention relates to a traction arrangement of a jointed vehicle, such as a wheelchair and an attachment for it. 2. Description of
the Prior Art A conventional wheelchair in which a pair of spaced apart wheels is driven by a drive motor and in which the wheelchair is drawn over a flat flooring material by
friction between the wheels and the flooring material is well known. However, as the wheels of the conventional wheelchair often run over obstacles in the flooring material, the
flooring material is usually at least one inch thick and the spacing of the wheels is in the order of 12-16 inches. This means that the wheelchair cannot pass over large obstacles,
such as doorways and similar areas, and that such wheelchair cannot be used for indoor travel where the amount of flooring material is limited. It is therefore desirable to make
the wheelchair more suitable for travel over obstacles, by increasing the tractive efficiency of the wheelchair. The conventional wheelchair cannot pass over obstacles of fixed size.
For example, a wheelchair cannot pass through a doorway having a size smaller than that of the wheels. Hence, it would be highly desirable to provide a wheelchair having a
tractive efficiency which is greater than that of the conventional wheelchair. It is therefore an object of the present invention to provide an improved traction arrangement of a
wheelchair which enables the wheelchair to pass over obstacles which are large and/or fixed in size, such as doorways. According to one aspect of the present invention, there is
provided a traction arrangement for a wheelchair which includes a drive wheel assembly and a user-engaging wheel assembly wherein the drive wheel assembly is a fore and aft
pair of drive wheels spaced apart from each other and drivingly coupled to a drive motor, and wherein the user-engaging wheel assembly is a pair of steerable drive wheels spaced
apart from each other and drivingly coupled to the drive motor, said drive wheels being mutually mechanically coupled so as to pivot together. The traction arrangement of the
present invention provides excellent 6d1f23a050
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